PART III

31. A. some vegetables  
B. something to put on top of the pasta  
C. something to drink  
D. something sweet for after dinner

32. A. a president  
B. a king or queen  
C. a movie star  
D. a famous singer

33. A. It is the writer’s biggest book.  
B. It is the writer’s best book.  
C. It is the writer’s newest book.  
D. It is the writer’s funniest book.

34. A. It looks like the man’s other shirt.  
B. It is too big on the man.  
C. It looks cheaper than his other shirts.  
D. It isn’t a good color for the man.

35. A. He was feeling pressure.  
B. He heard loud noises.  
C. He didn’t drink coffee.  
D. He was too cold.

36. A. It is now closed.  
B. It won’t be open until later on.  
C. It always has a long line.  
D. Its gas is more expensive.

37. A. someone who heals sick people  
B. someone who plays a sport  
C. someone who creates new things  
D. someone who has traveled to new lands

38. A. make the coffee stronger  
B. ask someone else to get coffee

39. A. It is really beautiful.  
B. It is very far away.  
C. It isn’t too expensive.  
D. It has a big population.

40. A. He wants to be a student for the rest of his life.  
B. He doesn’t enjoy being a student anymore.  
C. He can’t wait to work after graduation.  
D. He has a lot of friends who are students.

41. A. talk to Joey  
B. go to the park with the man  
C. leave a message with Joey  
D. watch a TV show

42. A. They were unable to buy bus tickets.  
B. They are riding on a bus and chatting.  
C. They have lost the woman’s purse.  
D. They want to go somewhere on a bus.

43. A. She is very happy for him.  
B. She isn’t sure it is real.  
C. She feels terrible about it.  
D. She wishes she were in his shoes.

44. A. He will toast some bread in the oven.  
B. He will chop up some eggs.  
C. He will put eggs into hot water.  
D. He will wash some lettuce.

45. A. on the phone talking  
B. on a museum tour  
C. on an airplane  
D. on a train